The poem 'Invictus' is undoubtedly considered as the finest creation of William Ernest Henley. A Latin word invictus stands for unconquerable in English. The very name of the poem is suggestive of the tone and theme of the poem. It tells about the hardships and struggles of the poet he faced in his own life and at the same time shows the indomitable spirit the poet used to have to fight life and emerge as victorious. This article would endeavour to go deep inside the life of the poet and discover the intimate relation of the poet with his own creation naming the poem 'Invictus'. This paper would also explore a structural analysis of the poem to establish an identification of the larger than life attitude inherent and expressed in the poem itself. It would also be an exploration of Henley's belonging to the famously called Victorian Spirit.
, an influential editor, critic and poet, had a role in the late-Victorian period similar to that of Dr Samuel Johnson in the late eighteenth century." He further writes in the same article: "Henley published several books of poetry, but he is best remembered for the poem Invictus (1875), which reflects his resilient struggle with the deadly disease." His biographer Jerome Hamilton Buckley wrote: "By virtue of a single poem William Ernest Henley remains at once the most freely quoted and the most thoroughly neglected of Victorian lyrists." So a commentary in this regard would not be any exaggeration that Henley consciously transformed his personal loss due to his unavoidable consequence of illness into an indomitable spirit and energy through the poem Invictus.
II.
HENLEY'S ILLNESS SND HIS SUBSEQUENT COMPOSITION OF THE POEM At the age of 12, Henley was diagnosed with tuberculosis of the bone. The treatment was needed with an amputation below his left knee in 1868-69 (Connell 35 With a set rhyme scheme of abab cdcd efef ghgh, the poem appears a very simple one containing sixteen lines divided into four stanzas and each stanza comprising of four lines. The poem also has a set rhythm, each line containing eight syllables. But this outward simplicity of the structure of the poem pleasantly uncovers its bulky disguise. And I consciously use the word pleasantly because I believe it would never require any toiling performance even from a very naïve reader to understand the inspirational significance of the poem specially the last two lines directly indicating the indomitable spirit of a person and emerging as popular quotes for the readers. Henley seems to have a plan from the very beginning of the poem as he uses strongest of images at the very outset of the poem. He says, "Out of the night that covers me, / Black as the Pit from pole to pole." The word 'night' as an imagery stands for utter darkness. And as an exaggeration to the effect of the night the word 'black' has been used. These might very well indicate Henley's hospital days as the poet might have discovered his sickbed setting the macrocosm of the entire world into microcosm (pole to pole). The readers can imagine the poet lying on the operation table waiting to be drugged unconscious before being brought under the knife of the doctor. But the spirit of the poet is quite evident as he declares himself as an unconquerable soul in the last line of the first stanza.
It has been mentioned earlier that Henley became a victim of tuberculosis at the age of 12. The second stanza of the poem is directly reflective of his personal misfortunes. Henley personifies the word 'circumstance' saying he was being clutched by it. The second line of the second stanza can even determine the strength of a twelve year old boy who even suffering from terrible pain due to the disease never shed a drop of tear. The word 'wince' is suggestive of the reaction of extreme pain. The words 'bludgeonings' and 'bloody' are also the images of extremity of pains and sufferings. But even after all these sufferings Henley maintaining the tradition of the first stanza emerges as victorious (unbowed) in the last line of the second stanza.
In the third stanza Henley emerges as a transcendental. It can be a matter of debate that if is accepting religion or denying the existence of it but he is certainly challenging it as he declares: "Beyond this place of wrath and tears / Looms but the Horror of the shade." Henley, quite clearly found earth, to be more specific the hospital as a place of wrath and tears but his words are distinct and clear as he remains unafraid and declares he would be victorious even his illness brings death to him. The word 'shade' here in the second line refers to death.
The challenge to the life after, continues in the fourth and final stanza of the poem. Henley says: "It matters not how strait the gate / How charged with punishments the scroll". The imagery of 'gate' can refer to the gate of heaven or hell. 'Scroll' is the imagery of the poet's chronicles of living in the present world. The poet declares himself on the control of things in his life. The last two lines are the most 
V.
CONCLUSION What else would be the greatest success of a writer than that a creation of his own outsplenders his own name! Invictus did the same for William Ernest Henley. Henley the writer, Henley the influential editor of Victorian Age, Henley the critic and Henley the poet; all these identities seem to be destined to end up as a milestone as Henley the invictus, Henley the creator of the poem Invictus. Henley died on 11 July 1903, at the age of 53. But he died only because he was a mortal. He died, only because he had to die being a mortal. The man who fought like a legend to create his own legend finally succumbed to his old enemy called tuberculosis. Dr Andrzej Diniejko writes:
In 1902, Henley fell from a railway carriage. This accident caused the latent tuberculosis germ to awaken in his organism. He died on 11 July 1903, at the age of 53 and was buried next to his daughter's grave in the churchyard in Cockayne Hatley, a small village in Bedfordshire.
